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Abstract

Computational simulations of the conversion from 
the normal cellular prion (PrPc) to the scrapie prion 
(PrPSc) are usually based on the structures determined 
by  NMR  because  of  the  difficulties  in  crystallizing  
prion  protein.  Due  to  insufficient  experimental  
restraints, a biologically critical loop region in PrPc 

(residues 167-171), which is a potential binding site  
for  Protein  X,  is  under-determined  in  most  
mammalian  species.  Here,  we show that  by  adding 
information about distance constraints derived from a  
database  of  high-resolution  protein  structures,  this  
under-determined  loop  as  well  as  other  secondary 
structural  elements  of  the  E200K variant  of  human  
prion protein (hPrPc), a disease-related isoform, can  
be  refined  into  more  realistic  structures  in  the  
structural  ensemble  with  improved  quality  and 
increased  accuracy.  In  particular,  the  ensemble  
becomes more compact after the refinement and the  
percentage of residues in the most favourable region 
of the Ramachandran diagram is increased to about  
90% in  the  refined  structures  from  the  80  to  85% 
range  in  the  previously  reported  structures.  Our 
results  not  only  provide  significantly  improved 
structures  of  the  prion  protein  and  hence  would 
facilitate  insights  into  its  conversion  in  the  
spongiform  encephalopathies,  but  also  demonstrate  
the  strong  potential  for  using  databases  of  known 
protein  structures  for  structure  determination  and 
refinement.
1
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1. Introduction

Spongiform encephalopathies,  or  prion diseases, 
are  a  group  of  neurodegenerative  diseases  in 
mammalian  species  characterized  by  a  progressive 
vacuolation of brain tissue, amyloid protein deposits, 
and  astrogliosis  .  Specific  examples  of the  diseases 
include  scrapie  in  sheep,  transmissible  mink 
encephalopathy  in  mink  (TME),  chronic  wasting 
disease  in  mule  deer  (CWD),  bovine  spongiform 
encephalopathy  (BSE)  in  cows,  and  Gerstmann-
Sträussler-Scheinker  disease  (GSS),  fatal  familial 
insolmnia  (FFI),  kuru,  and  Alpers  syndrome  in 
humans  [2-3].  The  pathogenesis  of  the  diseases  is 
associated  with  accumulation  of  the  infectious 
“scrapie” form of prion protein (PrPSc) in brain tissue, 
which  is  transformed from its  normal  cellular  form 
(PrPc)  [2-5].  The  two  forms  of  prion  protein  are 
distinct in many aspects. For example, PrPc is α-helix-
rich,  soluble,  and  highly  sensitive  to  proteinase  K 
digestion, whereas PrPSc

 is β-sheet-rich, insoluble, and 
resistant to proteinase K digestion [6-11]. The striking 
difference  in  secondary  structures  implies  a  major 
conformational  transition  from PrPc to  PrPSc,  which 
has been considered as a key process involved in the 
pathogenesis  of  prion  diseases.  However,  this  so-
called ‘prion-protein-only’ hypothesis is still not fully 
validated,  and the mechanism of the conformational 
conversion is still unclear. One of the key obstacles for 
understanding the details of the prion conformational 
conversion is that the PrPSc sample is hard to purify 
for  biochemical  and  structural  characterization. 
Moreover, the normal, cellular isoform of PrP (PrPc) is 
also  difficult  for  high-resolution  spectroscopic  or 
crystallographic  study  [12],  especially  for  certain 



biologically  critical  loop  regions  (see  below). Thus, 
high-quality prion  structures  are  urgently needed  to 
provide better insights into its transition process. 

The E200K variant  of the human  prion protein 
(denoted  as  E200K  hereafter)  contains  a  point 
mutation from negative-charged glutamic acid (E) to 
positive-charged lysine (K) at  the  200th codon.  This 
mutation  is  linked  to  the  human  familiar  prion 
diseases  [13].  However,  this  charge-switching 
mutation that may alter surface electrostatic potential 
seems not bring dramatic changes in 3-D structures. 
Comparison between the E200K NMR structures [14] 
and  other  wild-type  prion  NMR [15-16]  and  X-ray 
[17-18]  structures  from different  species  shows that 
they  agree  very  well  in  several  stable  secondary 
elements:  Helix  1  (residues  144-153),  Helix  2 
(residues 172-194),  and  Helix  3  (residues  200-227), 
and  two  β-sheets  (residues  129-131  and  161-163). 
However, they differ significantly at two loop regions, 
Loop 1 (residues 167-171) and Loop 2 (residue 195-
199).  The  Loop  1  region  is  biologically  critical 
because  it  is  shown  to  act  as  a  binding  site  for 
“Protein X,” which might function as a mediator for 
the transition from PrPc to PrPSc [19-23]. Whether the 
E200K mutation can alter  the conformations of this 
loop region still remains unclear.  

Nevertheless, the Loop 1 is under-determined in 
E200K.  There  are  only  a  few  experimental  NOE 
(Nuclear  Overhauser  Effect)  constraints  available in 
this  region  (see  Table  1),  much  fewer  than  other 
regions  of  the  same  protein.  The  analysis  of 
PROCHECK  [24-25]  also  showed  that  none  of  the 
residues  in  Loop  1  fall  within  the  most  favored 
regions of  the  Ramachandran  plot   (see  Results). 
Thus,  alternative  constraints  that  are  derived  from 
structural analysis of high resolution X-ray structure 
may be well suited for this particular case. 

The  enhancement  of  NMR  structures  can  be 
achieved  by  adding  theoretical  conformational 
constraints such as dihedral angles   and inter-atomic 
distances  based on statistical analysis of databases of 
high-resolution protein structures. In particular, it has 
been shown that inter-atomic distance constraints can 
improve NMR structures with increased precision and 
accuracy  , and can function in an equivalent way as 
some  experimental  NMR restraints  such  as  torsion 
angle restraints, without compromising the quality of 
the  NMR  structures  .  Moreover,  these  distance 
constraints  impose  literally  no  extra  cost  on  NMR 
structure refinement [28-29].

 In  this  work,  we used  a  selected  set  of  inter-
atomic distance constraints  between  heavy atoms as 
additional constraints to refine the E200K variant of 
human  prion  protein  .  Our  results  showed that  the 
critical Loop 1 region as well as some other secondary 
elements of E200K can be significantly improved in 
terms  of  the  precision  and  accuracy  and  the 

Ramachandran  plots  of  the  structures  by  using 
database-derived  distance  constraints.  The  improved 
structures  provide  additional  structural  information 
that  can  be taken  as  a  better  starting  point  for  the 
studies of prion protein conversion in the spongiform 
encephalopathies. To the best of our knowledge, this 
is  the  first  evidence  that  the  distance  constraints 
derived  from  a  structural  database  can  be  used  to 
optimize the under-determined regions of biologically 
important proteins.  

2. Methods

Inter-atomic  distances  can  be  categorized 
according  to  the  specific  atom  pairs,  residue  pairs, 
and sequential residual separations. Different types of 
distances  are  subject  to  different  statistical 
distributions in  the structural  databases,  which have 
been  employed  to  construct  various  statistical 
potentials for contact determination, inverse folding, 
structure  alignment,  X-ray structure  refinement,  etc 
[30-35].  A  set  of  X-ray  structures  (~3000)  with 
similarity of 90% or less and resolutions of 2.0 Ǻ or 
better have been collected from the Protein Data Bank 
 (PDB) and used to obtain the statistical distributions 
of  distances  of  these  different  types.  To  generate  a 
minimal  amount  of  required  data,  the  distances 
between two heavy atoms N, Cα, C’, Cβ, and O in two 
residues either  sequentially adjacent  or  separated by 
one residue have been considered, although they could 
be  extended  to  other  more  general  types.  The 
distribution of each type of distances was calculated 
by  counting  the  number  of  occurrences  of  the 
distances  within  a  set  of  distance  intervals.  Two 
distance distributions are given as examples in Fig. 1, 
one for the distances between the C atom of ARG at 
position i and the O of ILE at neighboring position i + 
1 (Fig. 1(a)) and the other for the distances between 
the Cβ atom of ALA at position  i and the N atom of 
LEU at the next-nearest neighbor position i  + 2 (Fig. 
1(b)). Two hundred distance intervals are specified in 
the horizontal direction. The length of each interval is 
equal  to  0.1  Å.  The  ordinate  values  show  the 
frequencies  of  the  distances  in  the  corresponding 
distance  intervals.  The  means  µ  and  standard 
deviations  σ  of  the  distributions  have  been  used  to 
specify the  range  constraints  for  the  corresponding 
distances to be between µ - 2σ and µ + 2σ.    

The NMR experimental data of E200K (residues 
125-228)  (Table  1)  was  downloaded  from 
BioMagResBank   (BMRB).  The  structure  was  then 
refined  using  NMR  experimental  constraints  plus 
additional  database-derived distance constraints.  The 
standard torsion angle dynamic simulated annealing 
protocol  implemented  in  CNS   was  used  for  the 
refinement.



Fig 1. Sample distance distribution functions. 
(a) Distances between the C atom of ARG at 
position i and the O atom ILE at position i + 1. 
(b) Distances between the C  β atom of ALA at 
position i and the N atom of LEU at position i 
+ 2.

3. Results

3.1.  Refining NMR structures  of  the  disease-
related hPrPc (E200K)

The NMR structure of the E200K variant of the 
human  prion  protein  was  refined  by  adding  the 
database-derived distance constraints.  Two ensembles 
of  50  accepted  structures  were  collected:   one  was 
obtained  with  experimental  constraints  (denoted  as 
<E200K>NMR)  and  the  other  with  experimental  data 
plus database-derived distance constraints (denoted as 
<E200K>NMR+D). The statistics of resulting ensembles 
in  terms  of  the  agreement  with  the  experimental 
constraints, optimal covalent geometry, and the local 
and global potential energy are given in Table 2-4. 

The  quality  analysis  by  PROCHECK  on  the 
average  and  energy-minimized  structures2 and  the 
lowest  energy structures  of the  ensembles showed a 
significantly higher percentage (89.6%) of residues in 
most favorable regions of the Ramachandran plot of 
the  structures  in  <E200K>NMR+D compared  to  the 
85.4%  of  these  residues  in  <E200K>NMR  (Table  5). 
Note that  the latter  percentage (85.4%) is consistent 
with  what  was  reported  by  Zhang  et  al. for  their 
experimental structures (85.7%) . This increase in the 
percentage of residues in the most favorable regions 
indicated  an  improvement  of  the  structural 
conformations coming from the use of the database-
derived distance constraints. 

2It is obtained by minimizing the total energy of the structure using the 
CNS energy minimization routine with the averaged structure of the 
ensemble as the starting structure.

Table 1.  Experimental restraints of E200K

Experimental Restraints of Loop 1 (residue 167-171)

Residue NOE† Torsion H-bond J-coupling‡

167 3 0 0 0

168 3 0 0 0

169 0 0 0 0

170 1 0 0 0

171 21 1 2 0

Experimental Restraints of Loop 2 (residue 195-199)

Residue NOE Torsion H-bond J-coupling

195 17 0 0 0

196 45 0 0 1

197 34 0 0 0

198 76 0 2 1

199 32 1 0 1

 

NOE Torsion H-bond J-coupling

Total 3157 177 96 44

Per Res. 29.8 1.7 0.9 0.4

Note: Total number of Residue is 106.

†Total distance restraints, ‡J HNHA-coupling constants

3.2.  Comparison  between  the  refined  E200K 
structures and the wild-type hPrPc NMR and 
X-Ray structures

The  residue-residue  comparison  of  the  average 
and  energy-minimized  structures  of  <E200K>NMR+D 

and <E200K>NMR with the experimentally-determined 
NMR  and  X-ray  structures  of  wild-type  PrPc was 
conducted.  The  residual  RMSD values  between  the 
refined  E200K  structures  and  wild-type  structures 
1QM0, 1HJM, 1UW3, and 1I4M were plotted in Fig. 
2 (see Fig. 2 legends for details). 

The residue RMSD values of Loop 1 and 2 in all 
these  plots  are  all  significantly  higher  compared  to 
other regions of the structure (> 4 Ǻ), indicating that 
the  loop regions  are  more  flexible  compared  to  the 
helical  and  sheet  regions.  The  <E200K>NMR+D 

structure is closer to the hPrPc X-ray structure (1I4M) 
at  Loop  1  with  smaller  residue  RMSD  values 
compared  with  <E200K>NMR (in  Fig.  2(d)).  This 
indicates  that  the  database-derived  distance 
constraints indeed ‘improve’ the loop conformations. 
As  to  Loop  2,  the  residue  RMSD  values  in  the 
<E200K>NMR+D structure are consistently smaller than 
those  in  <E200K>NMR structure  (in  Fig.  2(a-d)), 
showing that the database-derived distance constraints 
make the loop more consistent with the experimental 
NMR and X-ray structures. 



In addition to the under-determined loop regions, 
differences between <E200K>NMR+D and <E200K>NMR 

were observed in well-defined helical regions (Helix 2 
and  Helix  3)  (Figure  3).  The  dimeric  hPrPc X-ray 
structure  was  used  as  a  reference  structure  for  this 
comparison.  The  residual  RMSD  values  for 
<E200K>NMR+D are  slightly  smaller  than  those  for 
<E200K>NMR in  the N terminal  of Helix 2 (residues 
172-190)  and  Helix  3  (residues  201-228),  showing 

that the helical regions of <E200K>NMR+D are closer to 
the  corresponding  X-ray  structure  compared  with 
those  of  <E200K>NMR (Fig.  3(a),  3(c)).  As  to  the 
region between the β-sheet and Helix 2 (residues 191-
199), the <E200K>NMR+D structure is closer to the X-
ray structure compared with <E200K>NMR (Fig. 3(b)). 
Overall,  the  <E200K>NMR+D structure  has  been 
‘improved’ in both the under-determined loop regions 
and the well-defined helix regions.

Table 2. Average RMSD from experimental restraints

†<E200K>NMR ‡<E200K>NMR †<E200K>NMR+D ‡<E200K>NMR+D

Distances (Ǻ) 0.0046 ± 0.0018 0.0030 0.0047 ± 0.0016 0.0040

Angles (degrees) 0.1664 ± 0.0368 0.1540 0.1589 ± 0.0340 0.1380

J-couplings (Hz) 0.3787 ± 0.0951 0.2470 0.2105 ± 0.0186 0.2550

†Average RMSD ± standard deviations for the ensemble of structures, ‡RMSD for the lowest energy structure in the ensemble

Table 3. Average RMSD from idealized geometries

†<E200K>NMR ‡<E200K>NMR †<E200K>NMR+D ‡<E200K>NMR+D

Bond lengths (Ǻ) 0.0014 ± 0.0002 0.0012 0.0014 ± 0.0002 0.0012

Bond Angles (º) 0.3128 ± 0.0212 0.2990 0.3108 ± 0.0153 0.3040

Improper-Angles (º) 0.2148 ± 0.0236 0.2000 0.2105 ± 0.0186 0.2120

†Average RMSD ± standard deviations for the ensemble of structures, ‡RMSD for the lowest energy structure in the ensemble

Table 4.  Potential energy of different types

†<E200K>NMR ‡<E200K>NMR †<E200K>NMR+D ‡<E200K>NMR+D

Total Energy 104.16 ± 24.80 82.08 102.31 ± 23.09 86.30

Bonds 3.30 ± 1.11 2.45 3.54 ± 1.58 2.70

Bond-Angles 46.78 ± 6.67 42.53 46.11 ± 4.92 44.11

Improper-Angles 6.78 ± 1.54 5.80 6.49 ± 1.21 6.53

Van der Waals 34.44 ± 9.44 26.23 31.81 ± 6.97 26.29

NOE 5.85 ± 4.80 2.11 6.97 ± 6.57 3.60

Dihedral-Angles 0.31 ± 0.14 0.26 0.28 ± 0.14 0.21

†Average energy ± standard deviations for the ensemble of structures, ‡energy for the lowest energy structure in the ensemble 
(kcal/mol)

Table 5. Percentage of residues in different Ramachandran plot regions

†<E200K>NMR ‡<E200K>NMR †<E200K>NMR+D ‡<E200K>NMR+D

Most favorable 85.40% 84.40% 89.60% 88.50%

Additional allowed 14.60% 14.60% 10.40% 11.50%

Generously allowed 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Disallowed 0.00% 1.00% 0.00% 0.00%

†Average percentage of residues in different (φ,ψ)-regions for the average and energy-minimized structure in the ensemble, ‡the 
percentage of residues in different (φ,ψ)-regions for the lowest energy structure in the ensemble



Fig  2.  Residueresidue  comparison  between  the   refined  E200K  and wildtype  NMR and  Xray 
structures. The graphs show the residue RMSD values (with the backbone atoms, N, Cα, C’, and O) 
for the average and energyminimized structures of <E200K>NMR+D (magenta line) and <E200K>NMR 

(green line) compared with the structures of   (a)   the wildtype hPrPc  NMR structure (1QM0) at 
mildly acidic condition (pH 4.5); (b) the wildtype hPrPc NMR structure (1HJM) at neutral condition 
(pH 7.0); (c) the wildtype shPrPc Xray structure (1UW3) in a monomeric form; (d) the wildtype 
hPrPc Xray structure (1I4M) in a dimeric form. The secondary structures are indicated along the 
top of each part of the figure with h representing alpha helix and s beta sheet.

3.3.  Conformational  analysis  of  the  refined 
E200K loop regions 

To  further  elucidate  the  improvements  of  the 
under-determined  loop  regions  of  E200K,  the 
sequential φ and ψ angles for each residue between 
<E200K>NMR and  <E200K>NMR+D were  compared 
(Fig. 4) and displayed in Ramachandran plots (Fig. 
5).  As  shown  in  Fig.  4,  the  angles  φ  and  ψ  of 
<E200K>NMR+D (magenta square) and <E200K>  NMR 

(green square) were extremely close to one another, 
except  in  Loop  1  and  2.  In  the  Loop  1  of 
<E200K>NMR,  the  residues  lie  far  outside  the  most 
favourable  regions  of the  Ramachandran  plot  (Fig. 
5(a)).  However,  most of these residues have moved 
into the most  favourable regions of Ramachandran 
plot  (Fig.  5(b)) in  the <E200K>NMR+D structure.  We 
obtained  a  similar  result  for  the  Loop 2  (data  not 
shown). 

3.4.  Backbone and side-chain packing analysis 
of the refined E200K loop regions

To illustrate the difference of backbones and side-
chains in the loop regions between the <E200K>NMR+D 

and  <E200K>NMR structures,  we  superimposed  the 
backbones of the whole structure (Fig. 6(a)) and of the 
loop structures (Fig. 6(a)-6(e). Apparently, the Loop 1 
of  <E200K>NMR+D differ  significantly  from the  same 
region of <E200K>NMR (Fig.  6(b)),  implying that  the 
database-derived  distance  constraints  affect  the 
backbone  conformations  in  regions  where 
experimental restraints are insufficient (Table 1). The 
conformations  of  Loop  2  in  both  structures  appear 
quite similar except at residue GLY195 (Fig. 6(c)). It 
has been shown that the conformations of glycine and 
neighbouring  residues  can  be  improved  by  using 
database-derived  distance  constraints  [28-29]. 
Examination  of  side-chain  packing  in  the  two  loop 
regions  showed  that  overall  conformations  of  side-
chains  are quite  similar  between  <E200K>NMR+D and 
<E200K>NMR (Fig.  6(d-e)).  No  change  in  either 
hydrogen  bonds  or  salt  bridges  was  observed.  It 
suggests that the database-derived distance constraints 



do not affect the side-chain packing, which is not so 
surprising  since  only  the  constraints  between 
backbone heavy atoms were utilized.

4. Discussion

  Prion  diseases  can  be  sporadic  (spontaneous), 
inherited,  or  transmitted by infectious agents.  Some 
prion diseases in humans, such as the familiar CJD, 
FFI, and GSS, are inherited and linked to mutations 
in  the  PrPc-coding  gene,  PRNP.  More  than  20 
mutations  in  this  gene  have  been  associated  with 
prion  diseases  .  The  mutation  E200K,  where  a 
glutamic acid is  substituted with a  lysine at  residue 
200, is a major cause of familiar CJD  . The tertiary 
structure  of  the  variant  E200K  of  human  PrPc is 
almost identical to the wild-type prion . This mutation 
changes  not  only  the  surface  potential  and  charge 
distribution  of  the  protein,  which  might  affect  its 
interaction  with  Protein  X  or  other  cellular 
components and the conversion from PrPc to PrPSc , 
but also the stability of prion protein  . On the other 
hand,  this  mutation  by  itself  cannot  lead  to  the 
conversion,  which  could  require  additional 
modification of the protein and additional cofactors  . 
The  possible  involvement  of  Protein  X  in  the 
pathogenic  process  of  the  familiar  CJD  makes  the 
structure  of  the  binding  sites  between  the  mutated 
prion (E200K variant) and Protein X, which include 
the  loop  regions  encompassing  residues  167-171, 
urgently needed.  However,  the  lack of experimental 
constraints in this critical region makes the structures 
poorly  defined  [14-16].  Here,  we  have  employed 
distance constraints that are derived from a database 
of high-resolution protein structures and significantly 
improved the conformation of the loop region. With 
the  database-derived  distance  constraints,  both  loop 
regions  (residues  167-171  and  195-199)  in 
<E200K>NMR+D showed  more  generally  acceptable 
conformations.  The  comparisons  between  the 
generated  structures  and  the  experimentally 
determined structures of the prion protein confirmed 
a convergence between the structures, which implies 
that  an  increase  in  the  accuracy  of  the  poorly 
determined loop structures is possible with database-
derived distance constraints. The improved structures 
may provide a better structural understanding of prion 
proteins  and  hence  facilitate  insights  into  its 
conversion in the spongiform encephalopathies. 
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Fig 3.  Detailed residue RMSD plots  for  helix 
and   loop   regions.   The   graphs   show   the 
detailed   residue   RMSD   values   (of   the 
backbone   atoms,   N,   Cα,   C’,   and   O)   for   the 
average   and   energyminimized   structures   of 
<E200K>NMR+D  (magenta   line)  and  <E200K>NMR 

(green   line)   at   (a)   Nterminal   of   Helix   2 
(residues   172190)   when   compared   with   the 
hPrPc Xray structure; (b) Cterminal of Helix 2 
and   the   loop   between   Helix   2   and   Helix   3 
(residues 191199) compared with the hPrPc X
ray structure; and (c) Helix 3 (residues 201228) 
when   compared   with   the   hPrPc  Xray 
structure. 



Fig  4.  The    and    angles  of   the   refined  E200K structures.  The  angles  of  <E200K>φ ψ NMR+D  are 
represented by magenta squares and for <E200K>NMR by green squares.

(a) (b)

    

Fig 5. Ramachandran plots of <E200K>NMR and <E200K>NMR+D. (a) Ramachandran plot showing the 
values   of   ( ,   )   angles   of   the   average   and   energyminimized   structure   of   <E200K>φ ψ NMR;   (b) 
Ramachandran plot of <E200K>NMR+D. Only the residues of Loop 1 are shown. In (a), most of the 
residues in Loop 1 are found outside the most favourable (red) regions, while in (b), most of these 
residues lie within the most favorable regions.



Fig   6.   Superimposition   of   tertiary   structures.  Tertiary   structures   of   the   average   and   energy
minimized structures of  <E200K>NMR+D  (small  magenta cylinders)  and <E200K>NMR  (small  green 
cylinders) are superimposed in (a) the backbone of the whole protein; (b) the backbone of Loop 1; 
(c) the backbone of Loop 2; (d) the backbone and sidechain of Loop 1; (e) the backbone and 
sidechain of Loop 2.
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